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svajnct, ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY 

In tonnection with the above-entitled matter, I discussed the following “* 
two ems with Inspector Malley: ei yard eB ON 

| 
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Q) With respect to the 8 m.m. color movie taken by Abrahap? Lapruder 
in Dallas of the actual shooting, the Bureau, of course “has safe, 
coples of this film and from it a rough approximation can be made “"") s | 
as to the elapsed time between the three ahots which were fired, a caine ws, 
However, gince this estimate of time dependa upon the speed at which | 
the camera was running, it is conaidered desirable that we obtain from \t 
Mr. Sapruder information as to the speed at which his camera : . 
was set during the shooting of Uiis film and, in addition, that the camera , 
itself be forwarded to the Laboratory in order that we may determine’ of 

' the actual speed of the camera at the reported setting. Sag 

(2) Wit ; : 

a . KB : 

into the home of General, Walker, I pointed out to Mr. Malley that 
because of the distorted nature of the bullet and the fact that we had no 
known specimens taken sometime mear April 1963, if had not been possible F 
fo make @ determination as to whether the Walker slug had been fired i 
from the assassination rifle, I requested Malley to consider possible 
Sources of bullets which might have been fired by Oswald during the 

#arly part of the year in order that we might further attempt fo resolve & 
the question of fdentity, In thla respect J suggested that Mra. Oswald - 
be interviewed for possible leads as to where Oswald might have 
conducted target 

Mr. Malley advised that both of these items would be checked into and we 
would be further advised, - , . . 
i-Mr, Belmont 
l-Mr. Rosen 
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ACTION: None..,.for information. . j en > , 
i-Mr, Rullivan an 
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